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Instructor: STRENIO, JACQUELINE (Primary)

There were: 43 possible respondents. Responses are on a 6 (Strongly Agree) - 1 (Strongly Disagree) scale.

84%
(26)

13% (4)3% (1)5.255.275.215.125.8172%31Overall, this was an effective instructor. (STRENIO)15

84%
(26)

6% (2)10% (3)5.305.305.285.135.7472%31
The instructor was available for consultation with students.
(STRENIO)

14

84%
(26)

13% (4)3% (1)5.345.325.285.15.8172%31
The instructor encouraged student opinions and
participation.  (STRENIO)

13

74%
(23)

19% (6)6% (2)5.395.345.255.195.6872%31
The instructor demonstrated thorough knowledge of the
subject.  (STRENIO)

12

81%
(25)

16% (5)3% (1)5.365.355.315.175.7772%31
The instructor created/supported a classroom environment
that was respectful. (STRENIO)

11

80%
(24)

13% (4)7% (2)5.175.205.104.985.7370%30
The instructor presented course content effectively.
(STRENIO)

10

81%
(25)

10% (3)6% (2)3% (1)5.215.285.174.955.6872%31The instructor was organized. (STRENIO)9

74%
(23)

19% (6)6% (2)5.135.175.115.035.6872%31Overall, this was an effective course.7

81%
(25)

13% (4)6% (2)5.155.165.105.025.7472%31I learned a great deal in this course.6

81%
(25)

10% (3)10% (3)5.195.225.165.115.7172%31
Assignments and exams reflected what was covered in the
course.

5

81%
(25)

13% (4)6% (2)5.135.185.095.135.7472%31
The course materials were helpful in meeting course
objectives.

4

80%
(24)

13% (4)7% (2)5.135.215.074.945.7370%30The course content was well organized.3

84%
(26)

13% (4)3% (1)5.205.245.1155.8172%31The course objectives were met.2

81%
(25)

13% (4)6% (2)5.175.195.035.065.7472%31The course objectives were clearly stated.1
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Great powerpoints and good flow

Historical context in economics, having outside sources to relate course material to to make everything applicable

Very helpful/educational reading materials. However, what we were to be quizzed on was a little unclear. The organization of homework/reading materials was a
little confusing. Required reading was listed on the day that it was due.

Great job teaching and provided great materials

books, quizzes

I liked exploring the ideas of Mill and Bentham in depth.

Great use of group discussions and the class itself was very conversational, which was good.

It was all very well organized online. The professor created assignments and quizzes which reflected the material very well.

While it is likely not an enjoyable thing to create quizzes and get students motivated to do them everyweek, it was incredibly valuable to keeping me motivated to
study every week and as a result preparing for the final and understanding the material was much easier. I also thoroughly enjoyed the pop culture references and in-
class activites to break up the lecture!

Group assignments and discussions were helpful and made the class more interesting.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Jacki was great !STRENIO

Jackie is an awesome professor i only wish this course would have been a regular semester not just six weeks. She always is available with any questions and totally
goes out of her way to make sure everyone understands each and every topics covered in the classroom. Although the weekly quiz's were difficult, i did like them as
were bc it pushed me to think more when accomplishing the readings to fully understand the material on a higher level. I enjoyed additional credit options given
during the semester that related economic theories with real world problems and i wish more professors would start doing this. It really helps understanding
Economics on a higher level when your able to talk and contemplate over different theories in comparison to current events. All together i think Jackie is an
amazing professor and just wished this course was longer in the future bc i imagine it was difficult for her to jam all this material into just 6 weeks and make it fully
effective. Thanks again!

STRENIO

Available and knowledgeableSTRENIO

-Well organized -Very knowledgeableSTRENIO

One constructive piece, try to provide complete powerpoint slides after class, sometimes it was hard to read what was covered when classes were missed because
slides were incomplete

STRENIO

accessable, understandingSTRENIO

Extremely helpful and did a good job creating an atmosphere where everyone could learn the same.STRENIO

Good combination of online to in class setup. The amount awarded for extra credit could be more clear.STRENIO

She encouraged us to share our opinions and thoughts about the topic so everyone in the class had a good understanding of the subject. The way she related concepts
and theories to the world today made it more relatable and helpful to learn.

STRENIO

She was spoke clearly and was very understanding to each students circumstances. The content was taught effectively. Great Prof.STRENIO

Always positive and willing to help. She was incredible on getting back to students emails. That really helped. We really felt like we mattered instead of being
brushed aside for more important matters. Great job!

STRENIO

She was always more than willing to help and take time to make sure we understood the topics. The group activities and social learning were also a great benefit.STRENIO

Great professor, could tell she was very passionate about the topic, which made me interested in the subject even though I don't think I normally would be.STRENIO

Jackie was a fantastic instructor whose positive attitude made coming to class during the summer much more enjoyable. I endorse her to teach any course knowing
she'll be effective at doing so.

STRENIO

Question: Instructor Comments

I thought the group activities were great . If possible next time have power points posted before class.

I really enjoyed being able to work in groups to discuss the topics each week. At first i was a little uncomfortable with the idea of group working but as time went on
i realized how much it actually helped me to better understand the different topics discussed in class. I also liked that Jackie gave direct reading assignments then
provided different questions for us to think about while achieving those different readings. This made understanding the different topics easier through out the
semester.
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